
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
Stefania Bini “dresses” FILOHappening 
 
 
 
Stefania Bini is the designer guest of the 41

st
 FILO edition. Her creations can be admired during 

FILOHappening, scheduled for March 5, 2014 at 6 p.m. on the first floor of Le Stelline Congress Centre, 
Corridoio Sala Manzoni.  
At FILO Stefania Bini not only presents her refined prêt-à-porter but also the fabrics taken out of the “family 
chests” as she likes to call it. In fact, her creativity has been shaped in a family context always deeply 
involved with the textile world and a craftsmanship savoir faire, along a path that closely appears like the one 
of many companies exhibiting at FILO.  
The history of Bini family in textile starts in the 1920s, when Stefania’s grandfather gives life to the 
production of fabrics, strictly in plain colours according to the trends dictated by fashion (and the techniques) 
of those years. Then we come to the magnificent 1960s with Sergio Bini, Stefania’s father at the helm of the 
company, who interprets in a totally personal way those years rich in turmoil and creativity. The plain colour 
leaves space for prints: many, eclectic and artistic. In the 80’s Bini is among the first to understand the 
phenomenon of the Italian designers, and his precious textiles are to become an essential component of the 
accolade of those young designers who will soon conquer the world with the made in Italy.  
Today, Stefania Bini brings together the family vocations: production of fabrics and styling. The result is a 
small pret-à-porter collection: a very refined, modern vintage than ever at no prohibitive prices. For a woman 
who loves and appreciates beautiful things arising from culture and tradition. 
 
The fabrics making part of FILOHappening setting are summer and winter prints mainly dated back to the 
70’s and early 80’s; they reinterpret the themes of the painters between the end of the nineteenth century 
and the beginning of the modern and contemporary Art (Gauguin and Mondrian), all produced in noble 
fibres. 
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